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Panaeolus tropicalis trip report

Published 28 March 2015 - 02:34 My next project 1 1/2 months from now will be an attempt to grow panaeolus cyanescens (Hawaii version). I'm in search of power, for something stronger than the average cube, something with a high probability of producing strong mushrooms even from a large multi-sponge. I read that Cyan Pan is twice as strong as cubes.
That's great. But I'm curious about what kind of trips they provide. Are there psychonauts who can share their experiences with this fungus and elaborate on what kind of trips they sent you? How did they affect you mentally and physically? How does the trip compare to a Journey of Cubencis? Edited by darkshogun, March 28, 2015 - 02:35 AM. Posted March
28, 2015 - 10:02 AM I didn't make them in person but cubes and pans both have psycloubin. Pans just have it in larger quantities so you don't have to eat as much to get the same dose of cyclobin mouth. If you ate the same weight as with dice then you're just going to have a stronger trip :) Posted 28 March 2015 - 12:34 My first experience was wonderful! I
definitely noticed a big difference in the intensity and mood of the trip. I still remember how clean, visual and surreal everything felt. I didn't feel any body noise or anxiety. . They felt very natural to experience, nothing felt bad if it made sense. I ate them a few times and managed to cultivate them only a few times. I read that they contain a lot more psilocin
when they're fresh, and I ate them fresh, so that could be why they felt so different. I only ate 10 grams fresh, and felt the effects close to eight hours later. Someone who has better knowledge of their chemical makeup in hopes of ringing in. Samwise and Hello as this posted 28 March 2015 - 04:33 PM I can't say for sure what I did but they called them liberty
hats... I ate two stems and a hat. I've never had an exp like this for a while but it was fun as hell and sitting in a room the whole room flipped over like it was upside down. I've never had an exp cube like this.... Was a long time ago never done again but remember it to be clean and very positive.... Maeby this dosage applies to your question but maybe it does.
Cheers Mycomaniac2007 Like It Published 28 March 2015 - 04:46 PM I do some reading and it also states that the type, Panealous all contain serotonin . I find the chemicals and the different ways they break down to be quite interesting. darkshogun and DualWieldRake as this posted 29 March 2015 - 05:07 PM I remember all my trips with species other than
cubes being very deep, like mescaline, I guess. Of course, be careful with the dosage. Samwise, darkshogun and peacefrog like this posted March 30, 2015 - 01:20 IMO are much better than dice. There is no body noise and very intense and clear. More like LSD is only much shorter. I no longer cultivate a lot of activists on a regular basis, but out of
everything I've experienced so far, these are my favorite. Watch the dosage, these little guys are a lot stronger than dice. Enjoy. MLBjammer, whitethumb, Samwise and 2 others like this posted March 30, 2015 - 04:51 PM Yes, I saw some people eating pans like cubes, and the results were not pretty, to say the least, H. Published 30 March 2015 - 05:27 ha,
I'm sure. I can imagine that. I personally only have 1 gram of dried pans and that's all I need. Posted March 30, 2015 - 6:31 PM I do some reading and it also states that the type, Panealous all contain Serotonin . Good job. . I didn't know that posted March 30, 2015 - 8:40 PM It sucks that its so hard to find more acid. I loved the 3 trips I took (I wish I'd bought
more than the hippie who sold them to me). They lasted about 8-12 hours. How long does a pan trip last? Posted March 30, 2015 - 9:34 PM Ive has actually never experienced Lucy... I was scared to death of such a long trip and experienced a lot of anxiety in my teens. Definitely a good decision. I didn't even try mushrooms until I cultivated them myself
almost ten years ago, I'm glad I did! It really shaped me into a better person all along. I really appreciate the energy put into the hobby, so harvesting the ive fruit worked so hard to keep alive. Just seems right. I never even had an easy craving to do them until I knew I was the one growing what I was going to consume. I'm funny that way, I guess. Lakegal7
and icantthinkofacoolusername as this posted March 30, 2015 - 09:36 PM Oh and the experience with Penn lasted about the same but the decline was long and pleasant with the visuals over time, especially when my eyes were closed. Published 30 March 2015 - 22:17 The descriptions of pan trips and comparisons to LSD make me really want to try them. I
would describe the 3 trips I had on acid as euphoric, positive and very fun. I love mushrooms but they have an evil side to them that appears occasionally when circumstances are right..... I mean wrong. I bought my first mushrooms at a farmers market and I agree that growing them yourself and enjoying the fruits of your work is rewarding and enjoyable.
Posted March 31, 2015 - 2:24 PM You should definitely try grooming pans. Once I grew my first course (terrible flush) and jjested them, I really didn't need dice anymore. I only grow my favorite varieties of dice in very small groups every two years or so just to keep my prints fresh. And once you get good isolation, you can get great applause. And I personally
will never make acid again. I had a really bad experience when I was in college and I stopped. If I didn't have the experience and the strong mindset, I'm sure I'd call 911. I vowed then to learn how to cultivate so that they know what I put in my body, and I like mushrooms much better. I always hated the longevity of acid. By the 6-8 hours I was ready to go
down. So the shortage of mushrooms are perfect. Me. Anyway, I guess I was babbling a little there, sorry. jkdeth and ChocolateStarfish like this posted 01 April 2015 - 02:43 AM Hard to find a more decent LSD. I think a lot of what's been transferred to acid is RC of some kind. Good clean acid is delightful if you take a decent dose (a hit or two). I did too much
acid, mostly in the '90s when I was following the Grateful Dead. But all psychedelics are gates, door openers, and you have to be in a positive mindset and in a good environment before you take mushrooms, acid, or whatnot. Any negative charge will be increased during the trip. Mycomaniac2007 and Peace Piece as this posted 01 April 2015 - 12:01 PM
Artist for this, jammer. My number one rule is to be in a good place mentally before they take psychedelics. My bad experience with LSD, after countless wonderful experiences, was because of who ever dropped the liquid on the sugar cube. Too much. Within 15 minutes of bringing him down, I knew there was a ride waiting for me, but I had no idea how far I
was going. Terrible experience to say the least. I kept telling myself a few hours and remember you back. As I knew as soon as the climax was over everything would be fine. Indeed, I enjoyed it after the climax. But wow, looks like two or three hours went on forever. These materials are amazing and falling but should be treated with respect. Posted 01 Apr
2015 - 12:33 PM This is why I am still worried to this day about trying acid when it popped up. I have no idea if lucy's her hetero or what you've declared goes through like this. And what I read about the Rc experience may be the wrong fit for me since I'm very sensitive to a lot of anything that doesn't feel right I know people say you can taste the difference but
until I decide something is wrong, I may be on a ride I don't want to go for lol it sounds scary hello frog if I ever decide to check the water ID, it definitely goes with a small amount. Maybe one day in the future I'm having someone I can trust. Until then, my wonderful moshim are good enough for me and highly respected :-) Edited by Mycomaniac2007, 01 April
2015 - 12:39 PM. Published 01 April 2015 - 01:25 PM 75% of the time I did a reagent test on something that turns out to be something else. It sucks. The '90s are definitely over and buying a tab isn't like it used to be when you don't get a dish or it was a bunk, but not an RCS at least not like it is now. Posted 01 Apr 2015 - 01:38 PM I have some fond
memories of Lucy. Definitely the best trip I've ever had to go out with. That's just my favorite reason, I guess I took the right amount. Very, very clean and crispy. As far as a Panayiulus trip go, I find them much better than dice. Like the peace frog said, there's no body humming. Really clean and visual too. Also.
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